
KANE COUNTY CIRCUIT CLERK'S OFFICE
INACCURATE JUDGMENTS

Today's Date: 

Your Name: 

Case Number: 

Your Current Address: 

Daytime Phone Number: 

The Name of the Reporting Credit Bureau, if available 
If you do not have or know the name of the credit bureau, you may want to contact the 
people that your credit check and find out the name of the bureau.  

Is the case pending or closed?  Open    Closed

Does a judgment exist in the case?  YES  NO

IF YES, was the judgment against you or another party? 

Explain, in detail, why the judgment is inaccurate: 

We will mail you a letter reflecting the court's information after reviewing the court 
file, along with the above explanation of why the judgment is inaccurate. 

Submit this to Civilspecialist@co.kane.il.us by clicking on the web link.
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